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Image: SensorSpot /E+ / Getty Images Let's do it a little differently during this quiz! It would be easy to ask you about your relationship with your dog. We're not sure if that would make us a real measure of your dog-o-meter's love, though. Instead, we have asked your dog to pass on some questions they want to answer
through us. Once you're done 'fessing up your pooch, we'll let you know if they feel loved or not! There comes a time in each relationship where the other person wants to know a few things. The relationship with your dog is no different! Dogs can bark, but they can't use words as good as you. We've been given a rare
opportunity to hear their side, and we want to see how you respond to the questions they've given us. You know you're not lying to your dog, so be as honest as you. Once you have answered all the questions your dog has asked us, we will tailor them and measure them against your dog's needs. Will they feel as loved
as your dog makes you feel, or will you do some change? Explain your life together to your pooch, and we'll let you know what they think! PERSONALITY How smart is your dog? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Answer these questions about your dog and we guess which word Best describes them 5 minute Quiz 5
Min PERSONALITY What color of dog guards your soul? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What kind of dog are you? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Dog Breed Will You Reincarnated As? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Tell us about your dog preferences and we recommend your age 5 minute
Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Supernatural Animal Am I? 5 Minute Quiz 5 min PERSONALITY Which big cat am I? 5 Minute Quiz 5 min PERSONALITY Which Dog Breed Is Your Mind Guardian? 5 Minutes Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What kind of snake is your spirit animal? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How Much Do You
Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a good noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to engaging photography and
fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you, but we are always looking in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox every week.
By clicking Sign In you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1 Company Getty Images Cats and Dogs Have A Lot In Common: Both Species Are fuzzy and (sometimes) cuddly, and the internet can't get enough of it. But
according to a recent study conducted Paul Zak for the BBC2 show Cat v Dog, when it comes to love, canines and felines could not be more different. Zak studied 10 cats and 10 dogs to see how much affection they had for their people, and it turns out that dogs love their owners nearly five times more than cats do,
according to the Huffington Post. So while cat owners are more likely to give their pets free rein all over the house, their feline friends are not returning the same amount of love. To determine whether cats or dogs love their people more, Zak took blood samples from each animal before they played with their humans, and
then over again after playtime, to check for the presence of oxytocin (aka the love hormone). It's a chemical that we produce in our brains when we care about someone, Zak told the Huffington Post. It's what mammals release to bond with their young. Image Getty Images Until April 2015, when Azabu University's
School of Veterinary Medicine in Sagamihara, Japan discovered that dogs released oxytocin in response to their people, it was not clear whether the hormone could be present in inter-species interactions. Zak's study went even further, though, not only adding cats into the mix, but looking at exactly how much oxytocin
the animals produced as well. He found that the dogs produced an average of 57.2% oxytocin - humans produce 50% or more if we really, really love someone - while the cats only produced about 12%. That's less than the 15-25% people produce after a pleasant exchange with a stranger. In addition, only 50% of the
cats studied produced oxytocin at all. However, Zak adds that he thinks the cats could have done better if the tests had been carried out in their own home, rather than a lab. Anyway, dog lovers came out on top this time. Can we suggest taking your puppy on a party walk? This content is created and maintained by a
third party and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Whether it's during a run through the park or after offering a treat, there's no feeling like you're watching your pet worship and getting a loving stare right-
back. You don't have to tell dog lovers that the feeling is both mutual (and very real), but a new study published in the journal Science reveals the fascinating reason why we feel so close to our furry companions: When people and dogs look each other in the eye, both get a boost from the feel-good hormone oxytocin,
which is the same hormone behind the special bond between new parents and their babies. RELATED: 10 Rules for It Of a healthy dog To achieve their results, researchers had 30 dog-and-human couples come into a lab to look into each other's eyes and give urine samples. Oxytocin concentrations were then



measured in human and animal samples. In the end, the dogs had a oxytocin levels, and owners showed a 300% increase regardless of gender. Do you have a dog yet? Now that it's spring, get ready to hit the trails, the beach or the sidewalk with your trusty four-legged friend. Staying in shape is good for both of you.
RELATED: 20 Must-Have Gadgets for Exercise with Your Dog asia.marangio/ShutterstockGot puppy love for your pooch? You're not just imagining things. Along with these superpowers all dogs have, the best friend of man really has a special power that makes people fall in love with him or her. And the secret lies in
those damn puppy dog eyes. Skeptical? There's even scientific evidence to back it up. According to a 2015 study published in the journal Science, both dogs and their owners show a boost in oxytocin (the hormone responsible for feelings of love and connection) when the dogs make puppy eyes at their owners. To
observe the relationship between humans and their pups, Japanese researchers conducted two experiments. The first measured the oxytocin levels of dogs and their owners before and after 30 minutes of interaction. In the second study, the researchers gave dogs oxytocin nasal spray and resized their hormone levels.
Turns out, the longer the owners petted and talked to their dogs-as well as looked into their eyes-the higher the levels of oxytocin in both humans and dogs. The second study also found that female dogs tend to stare longer at their owners after receiving the oxytocin boost. Both the pups and the humans showed an
increased oxytocin content. Bottom line: Just as we bond with other people through eye contact, man and his best friend grow closer by looking into each other's eyes, researchers say. Here are more incredible facts you never knew about your pooch. This tells us something about our relationships with dogs, Evan
MacLean, an evolutionary anthropologist at Duke University who wasn't involved in the new study, told Live Science. In many ways, they are similar to our relationships with people. Let's not forget that love goes both ways. Learn the secrets to becoming the favorite human of any dog - no puppy dog eyes required.
[Source: Live Science] What is the human version of heaven on earth? We humans tend to dream big when it comes to the ultimate experience. From hot fudge sundaes and rock star lifestyles, to a retirement villa on a beautiful secluded Hawaiian beach that offers the perfect surf. Homo sapiens always like to have
everything. Steven Lang Happy for us, dogs are not nearly as picky as we humans. Our tasty leftovers and a car ride through the city do just fine for almost any dog. Let's be honest. It's a dog thang! But not quite for all dogs. Steven Lang See Some Dogs car ride as a path to a pleasant paradise. While others see it as a
mobile prison push them in a thousand uncontrollable directions. Our two dogs, Molly (in white) and Neo (in scrunchy brown), have no trouble expressing these extremes of love and hate. Steven Lang Our goldendoodle, Molly, who was recently rescued from a kill shelter, absolutely enjoys a car ride. Her rugged white
head will bask just outside our cracked car window, and she'll embrace the changing wind and smell like a surfer absorbing the drifts and mists of a brand new killer wave. Molly's joy is a bit of a mystery because, well, we can't quite understand her woof-enese language. So we decided to find the second best thing. Tina
McCain is an animal behavior expert who has been running a successful dog training school - MerryMac Dog Training &amp; Nutrition - for almost 30 years. Why do some dogs like cars? It comes down to three instinctive reasons! The Outside: Dogs are naturally outdoor animals. But unfortunately they end up spending
a lot of their time inside where the smells are familiar and the landscape never changes. A car ride gives a dog a new experience filled with new sights and smells. You don't help but fancy their fun of the new adventure of an authoritarianThe Hunt: Dogs in the wild travel in packs. When everyone they know and love is in
the car, the drive can be a wonderful instinctive flashback to what their ancestors experienced in the past. In a car, everyone stays together and explores together. Unless someone gets too close to the car, which can be a mortal sin in the eyes of many a dog. The Anticipation: Some dogs associate the ride with a
pleasant experience they've had in the recent past. Their dear play friends. A brilliant time to run around and have fun with their master along with other new and old faces. When dogs have the chance to go on a car ride, it gives them a golden opportunity to anticipate meeting a beautiful loved one in much the same way
that we humans usually like to travel and see the good people in our lives. We know one creature that disagrees with Mrs. McCain. Steven Lang Our chuggle (half chihuahua/half pug) Neo the Dog, gets a serious case of smelly ass and shake uncontrollably at the mere possibility of jumping into the car. Why the smell?
For him we believe it comes from the fact that he was locked in a cage that was in a car during his younger dog days. Neo may have been stuck with other not so friendly dogs, or shucked around like a bag of goods with no control over what happens next. Tina McCain has experienced that problem in her work with dogs
of all sizes and temperaments, What I recommend if a dog is afraid of a car drive, is to start turning into a positive I do a desensitization program where you put them in a car, give them a treat, and get them out of the car. I would do for a week. The next week I put them in the car and drive to the end of the driveway, give
them a treat, and get them out again. Then we start slowly from week to week. Drive around the block. Drive to a place nearby. If there is a negative along the way, such as going to a veterinarian, I make sure to give them a treat at the vet, again, to help overcome a negative association. Steven Lang There may come a
time when our dogs can talk to us, just like Astro from the Jetsons. I look forward to that day just like Tina, but will it happen anytime soon? Probably not. So for now, I think I'm our Molly Auto! Auto!, and I'll give Neo a new bone, or a dog biscuit, that will hopefully wean him off to family-loving car rides. We all deserve our
own unique version of happiness. Happiness.
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